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J.J. ThomsonJ.J. Thomson

Joseph John Thomson was originally 
born in England during the 1850’s.  He 
was awarded the Noble Prize in Physics 
in 1906 due to his discovery of the 
electron (1897).

Picture from http://www.patent-
invent.com/electricity/images/jj_thomson.jpg



ThomsonThomson’’s Experiments Experiment
Instead of using Instead of using onlyonly an electric plate or a magnetic an electric plate or a magnetic plate,plate, Thomson is given Thomson is given 
credit for using both.  This caused the electrons of the gas to credit for using both.  This caused the electrons of the gas to form what was form what was 
thought to be a beam of light.  Thomson was able to bend these pthought to be a beam of light.  Thomson was able to bend these particles, articles, 
proving they were indeed electrons and not light.proving they were indeed electrons and not light.

Picture from : http://www.phy.cam.ac.uk/cavendish/history/electron/description.php



Experimental SetupExperimental Setup
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DataData

rr22 22 = 4.9 cm= 4.9 cmrr21 21 = 5.5 cm = 5.5 cm II2 2 = 1.25 = 1.25 
ampsamps

rr12 12 = 4.5 cm= 4.5 cmrr11 11 = 5.4 cm= 5.4 cmII1 1 = 1.43 = 1.43 
ampsamps

VV22= 210 volts= 210 voltsVV1 1 = 296 volts= 296 volts



Applications of Applications of 
MathematicsMathematics

Three different formulas were needed to Three different formulas were needed to 
find how our findings compared to the find how our findings compared to the 
accepted value of e/m for electrons.accepted value of e/m for electrons.

The accepted value of e/m for electrons The accepted value of e/m for electrons 
is 1.76 x 10is 1.76 x 101111 C/kg.C/kg.



Formulas UsedFormulas Used

This equation is used to determine the This equation is used to determine the 
magnetic field, B.magnetic field, B.
N = number of turns in each Helmholtz N = number of turns in each Helmholtz 
coilscoils
II = the current through the coils= the current through the coils
a a = = the radius of the coilsthe radius of the coils
µµ0 0 = the magnetic permittivity of free space= the magnetic permittivity of free space
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Formulas Cont.Formulas Cont.

vv = the speed of the = the speed of the 
electronelectron
BB = the magnetic field= the magnetic field
rr = the radius of the = the radius of the 
electron beam circleelectron beam circle
VV == the voltage, or the voltage, or 
accelerating potentialaccelerating potential
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Formulas Cont.Formulas Cont.

B = the magnetic fieldB = the magnetic field
r = the radius of the electron beam circler = the radius of the electron beam circle
v v = = the speed of the electronthe speed of the electron
e = the charge of the electrone = the charge of the electron
m = the mass of the electronm = the mass of the electron
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Comparison of e/m valuesComparison of e/m values

The average ratio between e and m in The average ratio between e and m in 
our data was:our data was:

1.8 x 101.8 x 1011 11 C/kgC/kg
The accepted value of e/m is:The accepted value of e/m is:

1.76 x 101.76 x 1011 11 C/kgC/kg
Our value was 97.7% accurateOur value was 97.7% accurate



Comparison of SpeedsComparison of Speeds

The average speed of the electrons in The average speed of the electrons in 
our data was:our data was:

9.47 x 109.47 x 106 6 m/sm/s
The The speedspeed of light is:of light is:

3.0 x 103.0 x 1088 m/sm/s
The average speed of the electrons in The average speed of the electrons in 
our data was 3.2% of the speed of light.our data was 3.2% of the speed of light.



Ball MarkerBall Marker

This is my ball marker.  I keep it 
on my hat.  I don’t golf.  I just 
like the hat.



PIXE GraphPIXE Graph



PIXE ResultsPIXE Results
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Energy Levels of ShellEnergy Levels of Shell



Elements in ShellElements in Shell


